Hello
Digital Activation – Product Design – Software Development

We define digital
Digital. It’s one of those elusive terms. Tough to determine, tougher to define.
We believe that every organisation has the ambition to create a culture,
and environment where technology empowers your people to deliver the best
experiences, products and processes to drive the ongoing success
of the business.

By creatively applying best practice thinking to the design and development
of applications we drive tangible change for our clients.
So whether your goals are focused on digital transformation, customer
experience or operational efficiency, we’re always looking to leading edge
technology and the latest innovation to bring our clients ambitions to life.

Born in the cloud

We’re a
different kind
of digital
agency

We’re a digital agency that lives and breathes technology.
Our team proactively explore emerging tech and strive
to push the boundaries of innovation.

Next generation design
We’re design led. We leverage the latest in design thinking
methodologies to delight the users of our software. Through
user empathy, we ensure utility.

Intelligent engineering
Software engineering is built into the DNA of our
organisation. Our history is in providing mission critical
software for enterprise with quality at its core.

DevOps Culture
Our way of working is truly unique, through Agile delivery
and a DevOps culture we’re able to deliver best in class
software, whilst reducing friction to change.

We have three distinct specialisms

With a suite of capabilities
to help our clients thrive
Digital Activation

Product Design

Software Development

Cloud Transformation

Design Sprints

Mobile Application Development

User Experience

Infrastructure as Code

Visual Design

Complex Web Applications

Research & Insight
Cloud & PaaS Strategy
Innovation Consultancy
DevOps Culture

Design Language
Product Branding

Azure PaaS Specialists
Azure & AWS Managed Services

Digital activation
Our technology specialists help our clients to create
the building blocks that bring their innovation ambitions to life.

We work in partnership with clients, to get under the skin
of your organisation, leveraging the experience from within your
team and our deep technology expertise to shape our work.

We actively introduce opportunities for innovation into
the process, looking to the latest technologies including AI,
Machine Learning, Cognitive Services and more.

With the ambition set, we then help our clients define
the technology, the platforms and the tools to design
and develop a truly best in class application.
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Platform expertise
Azure Cloud Solutions

Customer Experience Platform

Cross Platform Development

As an official Microsoft Azure partner we
use the power of the Cloud to build
complex applications at pace, ensuring
cost effectiveness and reducing friction to
change.

The Sitecore platform enables you
deliver the ultimate in personalised
customer experiences. Our partnership
enables our clients to combine content
and commerce like never before to
power the most relevant experiences
possible.

Using Xamarin allows us to develop
mobile applications on a cross platform
basis. Meaning more rapid development
time whilst preserving a native
experience on both iOS & Android.

Product design
Our Product Design team help our clients to design
products with purpose, that drive real change through
simple but significant experiences.

We focus on user experience, visual design
and implementation to help bring our clients ambitions
to life. Experience design is at the heart of what
we do. We combine behavioural insights with deep
software expertise to create the best experiences
for users. We incorporate design thinking and visual
delight to harness the power of your brand
and visualise the journey for your app.

Finally, we create an end to end design language
to provide a clear roadmap for best in class, scalable
and sustainable applications.
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The Design Sprint
Our design process is a five-phase framework that helps answer critical
business questions through rapid prototyping and user testing. Based
on Google Design Sprints.
It allows our team to reach clearly defined goals and deliverables and
gain key learnings, quickly.
The process helps spark innovation, encourage user-centered thinking,
align our team under a shared vision, and get to product launch faster.

Engaging Experiences
Once our ideas have been validated we then
develop engaging designs based on
responsive component driven style guides.
This allows us to effectively scale
our designs as projects develop.
Alongside the design styles and patterns, we
also create interactive animations or
prototypes using Invision and principle to
show exactly how we expect each element to
move or react to the user.
This process then allows us to help implement
our designs and begin the software
development process.

Software development
Engineering your ambition through agile delivery
and a dev-ops culture.

Our origins as a company are in mission critical
engineering. This drives our passion
(and requirement) to build the right thing, the right
way. We build for extensibility and maintainability,
future proofing your product by facilitating change.

Our specialist teams engineer best in class
software applications for mobile, web, and cloud
and are driven by the understanding that no
application sits alone.
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Born in the Cloud
We live and breathe technology.

Our team of expert software developers are specialists in
engineering globally scalable, fault tolerant, PaaS first,
intelligent cloud applications of the future.

We’re highly experienced in leveraging cloud technology to
help our clients access tangible innovation and practical
solutions that help drive their business performance.

So whether it’s the latest in cognitive services such as machine
learning and AI or IoT we can put the latest innovation at your
finger tips.

Agile sprints
Our agile teams continuously deliver working
software and empower your organisation
to embrace changing requirements.

Agility is fundamental to everything we do, but
true agility depends upon discipline and focus.
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Our development process enables us to plan, build,
test, deploy and improve in 2-3 week cycles,
enabling us to deliver best in class software at pace.
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How can we
improve?

We’re the team behind
Burgeoning startups and enterprise organisations alike.

We work in
partnership
We will build a project team that will consist of
cross-functional experts who will work collaboratively
with you, helping to find new opportunities and solve
business problems.
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Software Engineers & DevOps
Our approach fosters a more strategic working
relationship.
It promotes more effective communication and
transparency, a more efficient use of project resource
and ultimately enables us to add maximum value to
your business.

Our people make our business. Our culture, shared values and
the behaviours you can expect from us
as a partner are summarised in our manifesto:

We believe
…in challenge
we fight to do the right thing the right way.

…there is beauty in simplicity
we cut through the noise and maximise impact.

…using both sides of the brain
design and development on equal footing.

…there is power in process
we create clarity out of chaos by insisting upon focus.

…human to human
we achieve the best results through collaboration.

…people
we don’t just hire great people, we empower them and
we create them.

We care
about
our work

We care about
our people
Culture is important to us at Dootrix. Culture
is what you have when everything else is stripped
away. We champion collaboration and encourage
continuous learning and development to make our
people the best they can be.

We invest
in the future
For the last four years, our university programme
has helped support the next generation of STEM
industry talent with a Google Nano-Degree.

We’re innovation
partners
We’re proud to be innovation partners with
a number of businesses across the UK.
Our expert teams help our clients to leverage
emerging technologies and leading edge
capabilities to bring innovation to life within
their organisations.
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We partner with the worlds
leading technology platforms
PLATFORM SPECIALISTS

CERTIFIED PARTNERS

Recent Work

Delivering the best experiences
to customers on land & sea
Delivering the best digital experiences to customers is a priority
for all organisations. P&O carried over 10 million customers between
the UK and continental Europe last year, and delivering the best
experiences to their customers is a pivotal part of their strategy
and ongoing success.

P&O's new mobile app puts the customer at the heart of the journey.
By integrating with existing services, engagement channels, and new
backend systems, the app enables personalised features such
as digital ticketing, travel updates and special offers to provide
a seamless digital experience.

The app was designed to work well at sea where connectivity can
be a problem with all content cached on device. We continue
to deliver value to P&O through a fully managed service with 99%
uptime SLAs and 24/7 support.
Since the launch of the app, P&O have continued to go from strength
to strength announcing an increase in tourist carryings over almost
5 percent, delivering their strongest July since 2015.
They’ve also been recognised with “Best Ferry Company”
and “Favourite Ferry Company” awards at the Globe Travel
Awards 2018.
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Driving operational eﬃciency with
a modern messaging platform
What is the right way to engineer communications within your
business? In many businesses, effective and timely communication
drives success.

For Heathrow, Europe’s busiest airport, effective communication
is imperative to the success of their operations. A dynamic team
of 75,000 staff including managers and maintenance are employed
to keep Heathrow running smoothly, servicing over 78 million
passengers last year.

We developed an incident reporting app that allows staff to receive
notifications straight to their mobile devices. Meaning the right teams,
in the right places, know exactly what they need to do at all times.

By leveraging the latest in cloud technology we are able
to deploy the entire infrastructure at the touch of a button,
spinning test environments in under and hour and providing
Heathrow with regular updates as well as new features
and releases without disruption.

Moving away from an SMS based broadcast system, to inbound
and outbound in-app messaging, decreased telecoms costs
by almost 50% and radically improved operational efficiency.

Since the release of our app, Heathrow has continued their track
record of success, receiving 4.5 star service quality performance,
announcing their busiest half in 2018 and increasing revenue
by 2.3% to £1,405 million.
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Delivering the best experiences
to shoppers and customers
In today’s ever evolving market, customers expect the very best
experiences from brands. So how do you introduce innovation
and CX excellence into an existing product?

For Confused.com, the UK’s 1st and longest running comparison
site, Confused.com empower consumers to find the right deal on
car insurance, car finance, buying a car and saving on its running.

We enhanced the “quick quote” app from end to end, enabling
customers to obtain quotes and purchase insurance quicker than
ever before.

We re-imagined the entire user journey, leaning
on extensive behavioural analysis to create
an intuitive and intelligent user experience.

We performed a series of detailed API and back-end
data integrations to ensure personalised
and relevant quotes for customers every time
and developed “my garage”, a dashboard
of value-added services for Confused.com customers
including policy management and automobile offers.

The app is due for launch in early 2019!

Empowering communication
through performant APIs
Ofcom is the government approved regulatory body and
competition authority for the communications services we
rely on each day, whether it’s telco, broadband or postal.
Ofcom provide advice and information to thousands of
users and suppliers each year, helping people and
businesses make informed decisions on their broadband
and mobile services as well as providing a range of
other services.
They had a challenge: to create two highly performant
API’s to provide access to broadband quality and mobile
connectivity data across the entire UK, by postcode. In a
month.

Our API solution has enabled Ofcom to provide access
to essential data for broadband and mobile users,
both commercial and personal.
Since the launch of the APIs, Ofcom have been able to
successfully release a developer portal, enabling client
administrators to manage and customise content and
developers to discover and learn about the API and
start consuming straight away.
Our API has empowered Ofcom to live up to their
mission of “making communication work - for
everyone.”
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